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Claims
In the Ugric branch of the Uralic family
- case correlates with agreement if grammatical functions and 
discourse roles are fused.

- When this fusion breaks up, the correlation of case and 
agreement starts disintegrating; 

- but it may partially survive in morphology.

- Dependent case theory can account for the whole range of 
variation in the relation of case and agreement. 



1. Road map

1. Background (competing theories of case)
2. Fusion of grammatical relations and discourse roles  intact -

correlation of case and agreement: Eastern Mansi
3. Partial disintegration of grammatical relations & discourse roles 

- partial correlation of case and agreement:                            
Eastern and Northern Khanty, Northern Mansi

4. Independence of grammatical relations & discourse roles 
- independence of case and agreement: Hungarian

5. Conclusion



2. Background
Chomsky (2000; 2001): Structural Case is assigned by a functional head to 
the closest NP c-commanded by it if an Agree relation holds between them. 
Dependent case theory (Marantz 1991; Bobaljik 2008; Baker 2015): case is 
independent of agreement, it is assigned configurationally.
Hierarchy of case assignment:

i. lexically governed/inherent case; 
ii. dependent case; 
iii. unmarked case; 
(iv. default case) 

If there are two caseless NPs in the same spellout domain such that NP1 c-
commands NP2, then the case feature of NP2 is accusative. 



2. A mixed case theory

Baker & Vinokurova (2010): 
case assignment via agreement and via structural configuraUon are not 
two alternaUve models but two modes of case assignment.
Consequently, case and agreement can be 
(i) interdependent, 
(ii) parUally independent, or
(iii) independent of each other.

Present claim: all three opUons exist in the Ugric language family; and
their distribu8on is not random.



3. E Mansi: fusion of subject and topic roles;
correlation of NOM and S-V AGR

SOV; only topical [+referential, +given] subjects (passivization) 
(Kulonen 1989; Virtanen 2015)

(1) Näγ kͻ-nǝ tiγ tat-w-ǝs-ǝn?
you who-by here  bring-PASS-PST-2SG
‘Who brought you here?’

(2) Kͻm   öät'i-nǟr-nə öät kan-wə.
man   no-thing-by not stick-PASS.3SG

‘Nothing sticks on the man.’



3. Eastern Mansi: Fusion of the topic & subject roles

Passivization also in unaccusative and presentative clauses:
(3) Mā-n wōr-jiw-ǝn tēl-w-ǝs.

land.2SG forest-tree-BY grow-PASS-PST.3SG
‘Forest trees have grown on your land.’

(4) Äkₒ-mǟst kͻm-nǝ     täwl-ǝw-s.
suddenly man-by appear-PASS-PST.3SG

‘Suddenly a man appeared.’



3. Eastern Mansi: nominative subject-topics, 
subject-verb agreement

An NP-moved goal/locative assumes nominative case, and      
elicits agreement:

(5) Näγ tak mujnē-t-nǝ jͻχt-w-ǝn.
you so guest-PL-by come-PASS-2SG
ʻGuests come to you.’ Lit.: ʻYou are come by guests.’



3. Eastern Mansi: subjects with A and A' properties

NP-movement: both A- and A'-movement proper8es
A-movement:

because it feeds case assignment
A'-movement:

because its landing site is a scope posiUon with a discourse funcUon;
a criterial posiUon with a freezing effect

Fusion of subject & topic; correla4on of nomina4ve & agreement



3. EMansi: topic role fused with object function: 
accusative case and O-V agreement

The object is case-marked and elicits agreement iff topic [+ref, +given]:
(6) Kom    jowt-nyõõl wø-s.

man    bow-arrow     take-PST.3SG
‘The    man took a bow and an arrow.’  

(7) pro     õõw-mø öät kont-iil-øm.
door-ACC NEG find-SG-1SG

‘I don’t find the door.’ 



3. EMansi: non-topical objects
No agrement and no case

if the object is indefinite:
(8) pro nee öät uusyøntöäl-i

woman NEG see-3SG
‘He does not see any woman.’ 

if the object is definite but discourse-new:
(9) pro  toːrəm jeɣ-m pəl æ̯øt xanʲsʲ-ɒm. 

good father-1SG PRT N EG know-PRS .1SG
‘I do not know god, my father.’



3. EMansi object-topics are external to VP, 
secondary to the subject-topic

following the subject-topic and preceding VP-adjuncts:

(10) Näg nän pøl öänøm [VP tow [VP keet-øs-l-øn]]?
you why PRT me there send-PST-SG-2SG

‘Why did you send me there?’ 

(11) pro   sos-mø [VP uus [VP köält-øs-tø]]
moose-ACC again      frighten-PST-SG.3SG

‘He frightened the moose again.’ 



3. E. Mansi: An oblique can only be topic 
if promoted to object

(12) om kurøm lyõx äk näg-nöän tåt-s-øm
I three message only 2SG -LAT bring-PST-1SG
‘I brought three messages only for you.’

Secunda8ve alignment (also base-generated):
(13) Am nää-n tåt-øs-l-øm nee-l.

I you-ACC bring-PST-SG -3SG woman-IN S

‘I brought you a wife.’ 



SubjP

NP1 Subj’ cf. Rizzi (2006); Rizzi & Shlonsky (2007)

ObjP Subj
[+topic, +highest]

NP2 Obj’
TP Obj

[+topic, -highest]
T’

VoiceP T PHASE2

NP1 Voice’

VP Voice
[+/-active]

NP2 V’ PHASE 1
V 



3. Dependent case assignment 
(14)a. If one topic: b. If two topics:

SubjP SubjP
NP1 VoiceP NP1 ObjP

t1 VP NP2             VoiceP
NP2 t1 VP

t2
Cyclic case assignment.
NP2: unmarked case in lower phase;         NP2: accusative case,
NP1: unmarked case in higher phase NP1: unmarked case in higher phase



3. EM: Correla-on of agreement & structural case:
a consequence of the dual func-ons of subject & object

Structural case encodes relative prominence in the
thematically motivated argument hierarchy

(cf. Marantz 1991, Kiparsky 2001, Wunderlich 2001 etc.).

agreement encodes topic function (cf. Givón 1975);
"grammatical agreement is fundamentally a topic related
phenomenon, arising from anaphoric pronominalization in
topical discourse contexts."



4. Partial correlation of case & agreement: 
the extant Ob-Ugric languages 

Russian dominance, appearance of SVO, SVX orders; 
loosening of the fusion of discourse and grammatical functions.

(15) pro   ŏjəγt-əm        məta      pul-əli. (Eastern Khanty)
find-PST.1SG Some piece 

‘I found some piece [of gold].’ 

(16) Taw tinal-as-te ēka-te χon    Wańka-n. (Northern Mansi)
he    sell-PAST-SG<3SG wife-3SG belly Vanyka-LAT

‘He sold his wife to pot-bellied Vanyka.’



4. Fusion of subject and topic roles; 
correlaWon of nominaWve case and S-V agr

Subject and topic roles still fused: 
(17)  *Xoj Juwan re:sk-ǝs? (N Khanty,  Nikolaeva 2001)

who Ivan hit-PAST.3SG
ʻWho hit Ivan?’

(18) Juwan   xoj-na re:sk-ǝs-a?
Ivan who-LOC hit-PAST-PASS.3SG
ʻWho was Ivan hit by?’



4. Correlation between nominative & subject agr.

Passivization also in unaccusatives and presentatives:
(19)  Mŏw šĭw-ǝn ͻmǝs-ʌ-a.                 (N Khanty)

earth mist-LOC sit.down-PRES-PASS.3SG
ʻMist is sitting on the earth.’ Lit.: ʻThe earth is sat by mist.’

(20) puwlǝpsi-na e:t-s-a. (N Khanty)
tumor-LOC enter-PAST-PASS.3SG 
ʻA tumor appeared.’ 
Lit.: ʻ(pro) was entered by a tumor.’



4. No correlaWon between accusaWve & object agr.

Agreement only with topical objects, but
accusative generalized to all objects. Overt -t suffix on pronouns:
(21) Vera    ʌüw-at wū-ʌ-təɣ. (E Khanty)

Vera he-ACC know-PRES-SG<3SG
‘Vera knows him/her. ’ 

(22) (We are good friends. He understand me.)
Ma      λüw-at toŋəmtə-λ-əm. 
I he-ACC understand-PRES-1SG
‘I understand him.’ 



4. Generalized accusative marking

Zero suffix on lexical NPs:
(23) pro  t'i qår qŏw  arintəλ-nam  təλ jäwət-təγ.

this  reindeer.ACC long   aim-APPR full shot-PAST.SG<3SG
‘He shot this reindeer bull at a long distance.’ 

(24) pro ənəλ sårt wä-λ. (E Khanty)
big pike.ACC kill-PRES.3SG

‘She kills a large pike.’ 



4. ParWal correlaWon between case and agreement
in Northern & Eastern Khanty, Northern Mansi

Fusion of the subject and primary topic roles still intact -->
continuing correlation of nominative case and agreement.

Object agreement still encodes object topicality; 
(flexible object position ->) accusative case generalized to all objects .

Its former correlation with topicality survives in morphology:
-t on (mostly discourse-old) personal pronouns, 
zero on (mostly discourse-new) lexical NPs. 



4. Case assignment in N Khanty, E Khanty, N Mansi 

VP and SubjP represent a shared domain for case assignment. 
Voice has become a soft phase head (Baker 2015)

SubjP
NP1           ObjP

NP2          VoiceP
t1                 VP

NP2
The object (NP2), whether in Spec,VP or Spec,ObjP, c-commanded by NP1 
--> dependent case



5. Independence of case and agreement: 
Hungarian

Discourse roles and grammatical functions separated, 
nominative assigne to the highest argument in vP:

TopP
FocP

TP                                       
vP

VP



5. MH: Correlation of nominative and subject-V
agreement preserved in morphology

Sporadic mismatches:
(26) pro Szeret-né-k [nem én len-ni a legmagasabb].

l like-COND-2SG not I     be-INF the tallest
‘I would you like it to be the case that it is not me who is the tallest.’

(27) [Péter nem  lé-vén otthon] nem  tud-t-unk elindul-ni.
Peter   not be-PTCP at.home not can-PAST-3<1PL leave-INF

‘Peter not being at home, we could not leave.’



5. MH: O-V agreement dissociated from O-topicality
and from accusaWve-marking

Agreement only with definite objects,
accusative case on all objects:
(28) Mari ír-t egy/három/néhány/sok    dolgozat-ot.   

Mary  write-PAST.3SG a /three /some /many paper-ACC
‘Mary wrote a paper / three/some/many papers.’

(29)  Egy pályázó-t valószínűleg fel vesz-ünk a    projekt-be.
an   applicant-ACC presumably PRT hire-PRS.1PL the project-ILL

‘An applicant [one of the applicants], we will presumably hire in the project.’



5. MH: Topicality restriction evolved into 
definiteness restriction

Agreement with all definite objects (also when O is focus)
(30) Mari  csak a     szintaxis  dolgozat-ot ír-t-a meg.

Mary only  the syntax      paper-ACC write-PST-3<3SG PRT

‘Mary completed only the syntax paper.’

(31) A    szintaxis  dolgozat-ot meg  ír-t-a Mari.
the syntax      paper-ACC PRT write-PST-3<3SG Mary

‘The syntax paper, Mary has written up.’



5. MH: Independence of case and agreement

Correlation of nominative & subject agreement lost syntactic motivation, but
(mostly) survives in morphology. 

Accusative case is severed from object agreement. Accusative on all objects;           
object agreement restricted to definite objects;.

The split of agreement and case is presumably due to the separation of 
discourse roles and grammatical functions.



6. Conclusion

Agreement marks topicality (or is the morphologicized marker of 
frequent topic role). 

Case encodes relative prominence in the thematically motivated
argument hierarchy.

The correlation of agreement and case is an epiphenomenon in
languages with fused discourse roles and grammatical functions.



6. Conclusion

Morphology often preserves relics of former syntactic relations.

Differential object marking: 
the inherently more topical constituent is overtly marked:

definite NPs > indefinite NPs (Hungarian)
pronouns > lexical NPs (English)
human > non-human NPs (Spanish)
masculine, feminine (often animate) > neuter (inanimate) 

(Russian, Latin)



Implications for case theory

Classic case theory cannot predict the varying relation of 
case and agreement attested in Ugric;
and cannot handle the apparent violation of the Case Filter 
by caseless VP-internal objects in Eastern Mansi.

Dependent case theory makes no claims about the
correlation of agreement and case;
it has no problem with apparently caseless VP-internal
objects.
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